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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we extend some results in Morse Theory to the case where 
the intervening ingredients depend on a parameter varying in a compact 
space. 
A description of the non-parametric versions of these results follows. 
(I) Suppose that M is a C °O manifold, f :M-~ N a Morse function, and 
that f l[a, b] is compact and contains only one critical point p which 
satisfies a<f (p)<b;  then f - l ( -oo ,  b] has the homotopy  type of 
f - l ( -oo ,  a] with a 2-cell attached, where )~ is the index of fa t  p. 
Next consider the space J2 of piece-wise C °o paths co: [0, 1 ] -~ M joining p 
and q, and let E :D-~N be the energy function (=act ion  integral) 
E(co) = f01 []o)(t)N 2 dt. Good approximations of the "bounded parts" 
f2'~= {E <a} of /2 are the spaces B c .Q"  of broken geodesics, i.e., 
continuous paths co such that co [ [tj, tj+l] is a geodesic for all intervals of a 
sufficiently fine partition of [0, 1 ]. Under these conditions: 
(II) If p and q are not conjugate along any geodesic in B, statement (I) 
above applies to M = B, f = E. 
(I I I) The index of a geodesic y as a critical point of E can be calculated 
in terms of the multiplicities of the conjugate points to 7(0) along 7 (Morse's 
Index Theorem). 
Finally we mention: 
(IV) When M is a symmetric space, the multiplicity of a point conjugate 
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to ?(0) along ? can be calculated in terms of the curvature of M at ?(0) (see, 
for example, [4, 20.5]). 
In the generalizations to be given, the manifold M will be replaced by a 
continuous family of manifolds over a compact space K. Such a family will 
be called a "K × C °~ bundle" and a precise definition can be found in 
Definition 3.4 below. We can describe a K × C ~ bundle as a locally trivial 
bundle W-~K with smooth fibers W k whose differentiable structures vary 
continuously with k E K. The natural morphisms for K × C °o bundles are 
called K × C ~ maps. 
By a Morse function f :  W~ ~ we mean a K × Coo map whose restrictions 
fk: Wk ~ ~ are Morse functions in the ordinary sense. 
Theorem 3.7 generalizes (I): the critical point is replaced by a critical 
section and the it-cell by a disc bundle over K. Further, the attaching map is 
a fibered map. 
Consider now a continuous family {?k}k~X of geodesics in M, all 
parametrized by 0 ~< t ~< 1. For a fine partition 0 = t o < ... < t n = 1 we can 
consider the space B k of broken geodesics joining ?k(0) to ?k(1). Then (II) 
generalizes as follows: the family {Bk}k~ K is a K × C ~ bundle (Theorem 5.2) 
and therefore Theorem 3.7 applies to this situation (see Corollary 5.4). 
As for the generalization of (III), a special kind of families of geodesics 
{~k}k~/~ is considered. For these the index and the multiplicities of conjugate 
points appear as isomorphisms classes of vector bundles over K, and the 
index theorem becomes: "index = sum of multiplicities" in the vector bundle 
sense (see Theorem 6.6). 
Finally, (IV) generalizes along the lines of the generalization of (III) 
which makes Section 7 a natural continuation of Section 6. 
We close with the remark that the generalization of (I) given here can be 
sharpened with an aprropriate parametric-surgery p ocedure so as to give the 
K × C ~ diffeomorphism type rather than just the fibered homotype type. 
Details will appear elsewhere. 
1. QUADRATIC FORMS 
Let V be a real finite dimensional vector space, B the vector space of 
symmetric bilinear forms from V × V into IR and E the convex cone in B 
formed by all inner products, i.e., the positive definite q0 in B. 
Given ~g C E, each • E B can be expressed in terms of ~ by means of a 
linear map A: V--, V in the sense that for all x, y E V: 
q~(x, y) = ~(Ax, y). 
This A is ~g-symmetric: ~(Ax, y) = ~g(x, Ay). 
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(1.1) Notation. 
Z:B X E~ End(v) is the map Z(~, 70=A. 
Due to its symmetry, A is a diagonalizable and therefore V splits as a sum 
V=V-®V°®V +, (1,2) 
where V-, V ° and V + are the subspaces generated by the eigenvectors which 
negative, null, and positive eigenvalues, respectively. 
We will say that (1.2) is the decomposition of V adapted to q~ induced by 
7 t. The signature of q~ is the vector (dim V-, dim V °, dim V +); it does not 
depend on ~ because of the law of inertia for quadratic forms. Also the 
subspace V° satisfies V ° = {x E V; q~(x, y) = 0 for all y E V} and therefore it
is also independent of ~u; V o will be called the nullity of ~0. 
Associated to (1.2) there is a decomposition of the identity I C End(V) as 
a sum of mutually orthogonal projections 
I=  P-  + po + p+, 
and we will also call it the decomposition of I adapted to q~ induced by 7 j. If 
necessary we will use the notation 
It is clear that the projections P - ,  p0 and P+ do not depend continuously 
on • (example: for 7~E E fixed, let q~t = t~u with t real; then P°(q~t, 7 j) = 0 
for t ~ 0 and P°(q~t, 70 = I for t = 0). It happens, however, that they depend 
smoothly on both q~ and ~u as long as the signature of q~ remains unchanged. 
The precise statement appears below as Proposition (1.7), but for the sake of 
completeness we give a series of steps leading to the proof. The reader who 
so wishes may jump over directly to (1.7). 
~: B × E~ End(V) is analytic. (1.3) 
Fix an inner product Wo in V and write A ,  = Z(~, 7to) for q~ @ B. For 
C E we have 
 eo(A.x, y) = e(x, y) = y) 
= YOx, y) 
and therefore A ,  =Av~(q~, 7J). Since A v is invertible (because ku has no 
nullity) we have ~(q~, ~U)=A.A~ 1. But q~-*A, is an affine map, so it is 
clear that ~(q~, 70 depends algebraically (hence analytically) on q~ and 7 ~. 
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For each triple of non-negative numbers n - ,  n o , n + with 
n -  + n o + n + = dim V, let B(n-, n °, n +) denote the set of forms q~ E B with 
signature (n- ,  n °, n+). Then 
B(n-, n °, n +) is an analytic submanifold of B. (1.4) 
This is clear if we observe that the B(n-, n °, n +) are the orbits of the 
representation of GL(V) in B defined for g E GL(V) by 
(gq~)(x, y) = q~(gx, gy). 
We recall now some points from the spectral theory of matrices. Let M o 
be a complex d × d matrix and F a closed path in the plane. Assume that no 
eigenvalue of M 0 belongs to F. For M close to M 0, write 
P = ~[~i ()~-- M) ' d2. 
Then: 
The matrix P is idempotent and depends analytically on M. (1.5) 
In fact we have P = f(M), where f is any function equal to 1 on an open 
set containing F together with the points enclosed by F, and equal to 0 on a 
neighborhood of the rest of the spectrum of M. Since f2  =f ,  the result 
follows from the functional calculus for matrices [2]. 
A special case is relevant here: suppose further that M o and M are real 
and diagonizable over ~ (so that their spectra are real). Then: 
P is the projector whose image (resp., kernel) is the subspace 
of ~a generated by the eigenvectors of M with eigenvalue 
inside (resp., outside) 1". (1.6) 
In fact, let Me = ae with e E [R d and a inside F (resp., outside F); we have 
(2 - -M)  -1 = ~nm=0 2-n - lM  n so that 
1 - 
Pe =-ff~i Jr (~. 2-n-lMne) d2 
= 2~i (2 - -a ) - ld2  e 
= e (resp., = 0.e = 0). 
607/45/2-3 
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(1.7) PROPOSITION. If ~ varies in B(n- ,  n °, n +) and 7 j varies in E, the 
decomposition 
I = P - ( q~, 7 j) + po ( q~ , 7u) + p + ( q~, 71) 
depends analytically on • and 7 j. 
Proof. Consider ~oCB(n- ,n° ,n  +) and ~0CE,  and let {21 ..... 2,} be 
the spectrum of ~(q~0, 7/0) • Let F - ,  F ° and F + be closed paths of the form: 
Suppose that ~ ~B(n- ,  n°,n +) is close to q%. The multiplicity of the 
eigenvalue 0 is again n o and therefore, for ~u close to T0, all the negative 
(resp., positive) eigenvalues of Z(qJ, 70 are inside F -  (resp., F +). But then, 
according to (1.6), for these q~, 7 t we have 
1 
P (q~, ku)=~/ j r _  (2 - -Z (~ , 70) -1 d2, 
1 
po(~, y,) = 2~f~o (~ - S(~, ~) ) - '  d~, 
1 
p+(~,  ~ = T~/fr+ (x_  s (~,  ~u))-, d2, 
and the analyticity follows from (1.5). This concludes the proof of (1.6). 
We close this Section quoting a result from [6]. It applies to the situation 
of Proposition (1.7) and to some more general ones as well. 
(1.8) PROPOSItiON. Let A be a Banach algebra and 
l=Pt  +p°+p +, 0~<t~<l, 
a smooth curve of decompositions of the identity 1 E A, where for each t, p t ,  
pO t and p+ are mutually orthogonal projections. Then there is a smooth curve 
F t, 0 <~ t <<. 1, in A formed by invertible elements, with F o = 1 and such that 
for O <~ t <~ l: 
p7 = GporT ' ,  pO = r,pOr7 ~, p,+ = rtp+rT'.  
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2. FORMS ON BUNDLES 
Let ~ be a vector bundle over a compact space K. Assume that a decom- 
position ~k = ~l) @ ... ® ~(k,) is given in each fiber ~k ; we will say that it is 
a bundle decomposition when ~ is a direct sum ~=~l@. . .  @~, of 
subbundles ~1 ..... ~" such that ~(k 1) ..... ~(k ") are the fibers of ~z ..... ~n in each k. 
We will consider the case of decompositions adapted to a given symmetric 
bilinear form, More precisely let F be a symmetric bilinear form on C in the 
sense that for each k E K there is a symmetric bilinear form F k : ~k × ~k -~ ~ 
and such that F k depends continuously on k (equivalently, F is a section of 
( *®~*) .  For each k we have many decompositions ~k=Cku@~°@~ 
adapted to F k. The question is whether such decompositions can be chosen 
so that they form a bundle decomposition C = ~ @ ~0 ® (~ of (. 
Observe that the component C °, being the nullity of F k, depends 
canonically on F k and is the same for all decompositions. Thus, if there are 
any bundle decomposition adapted to F at all, then necessarily the pieces G ° 
define a subbundle G °. When this happens, it will be simply said that the 
nullity o fF  is a subbundle. 
The following elementary example shows that this is not always the case: 
K= [ -1 ,+1] ,  (=K× ~ the trivial one-dimensional bundle, and 
Fk(X, Y) = kXY  for X, Y ~ ~. Then ~0 = 0 for k 4= 0 and G ° = [~ for k = 0, so 
that no subbundle can have ~o as fiber for all k. 
The next theorem describes the situation in full. 
(2.1) THEOREM. (i) There are bundle decompositions adapted to F if 
and only if the nullity of F is a subbundle. 
(ii) I f  these conditions hold, then the bundle decompositions adapted to 
F are precisely the decompositions adapted to F induced by Riemannian 
metrics on ~. 
(iii) Any two bundle decompositions adapted to F are isomorphic in 
the sense that if ~ = ~N ® GO @ ~p and ~ = C" @ C ° @ ~P are such decom- 
positions, then there is an automorphism G of ~ which is the identity on G ° 
and such that C n and ~P are the images under G of ~N and ~P, respectively. 
Furthermore, G can be chosen to be homotopic to the identity in Aut(~). 
Proof It was already observed that the "only if" part of (i) is trivial. 
Suppose then that the nullity G ° is a subbundle and pick a Riemannian 
metric 7' for ~. This amounts to giving scalar products ~u k on ¢k depending 
continuously on k. Let ck = ck-® G ° ® ¢+ be the decomposition adpated to 
F k induced by ~u k. 
Take k 0 C K and a neighborhood K 1 of k o such that G ° and ~ are trivial 
over K 1. Then dimG °=n o and d im~k=n are constant for kEK I ;  as 
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always, dim Ck- and dim~ + are lower semicontinuous. However, the identity 
dim C~ = n - n o - dim C[ 
shows that dim Ck- and dim ~ are also upper semicontinuous, so that they 
are in fact continuous, hence constant, dim C~- = n-  and dim C + = n +, on a 
possibly smaller neighborhood of k 0 denoted again K~. 
Let V be a vector space with dim V= n, and identify C[/q with K 1 × V. We 
have just proved that F k C B(n-, n °, n +) (notation of Section 1) for k E K~. 
But then the projections P-(F k, 7Jk), pO(Fk, TJk) and P+(Fk, Tk) on Ck, C ° 
and C~- depend continuously on k, from Proposition (1.7). This shows that 
they define endomorphisms of ~[u, and therefore C= C-@ C°@ ~+ is a 
bundle decomposition over K~. Since K can be covered by finitely many 
such K~'s, this is indeed a bundle decomposition over K. 
We conclude that: if the nullity of F is a subbundle, all the decompositions 
adapted to F induced by Riemannian metrics are bundle decompositions. 
This proves the "if" part of (i) and one half of (ii). 
Consider now a bundle decomposition C = C ~ ® C ° (~ C e adapted to F and 
let pN, po and P~' be the corresponding projections. For a Riemannian metric 
~u, define ~F' by gt;,( X, Y) = 7Jk(P~ X, Pk Y) + Tk( P°X, po y) + 
+ + ~'k(PkX, Pk Y), for X, Y E~k. It is easy to verify that ~'  is another 
Riemannian metric whose induced decomposition adapted to F is C= 
C N ® C ° @ C P. This completes the proof of (ii). 
Finally, let C N @ ~0 @ ~p and (n @ ~o ® (p be the decompositions adapted 
to F induced by two Riemannian metric gt and ~. Define ku(t)= 
(1  - t)T+ t~ for 0 < t _< 1; T(t) is also a Riemannian metric. According to 
(1.7), the projections P-(F, T(t)), P°(F, T(t)) and P+(F, T(t)) in End(~) 
depend analytically on t. It follows from Proposition (1.8) that there is a 
family r(t)  EAut(C) with P-(F,~(t))=I'(t)P-(F,~(O))F(t)' and 
similarly for the other projections. Obviously this provides a proof of (iii) 
with G = F(1). 
3. SURGERY FOR BUNDLES 
We recall the main ingredients for the Morse theorems about crossing a 
critical point (see Milnor [4, Sect. 3]). 
Suppose M is a smooth manifold and f a smooth real function on M; 
p E M is a critical point of f if dfp = 0, where dfp : TMp ~ T~i(p) is the 
differential o f f  A critical point is not degenerate if the matrix 
m= 
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is non-singular in some (equivalently in all) local coordinates x 1 ..... x, .  If p 
is a critical point, m defines (using the basis ~/~x I ..... ~/~x,) a symmetric 
bilinear functional f** on TMp which is in fact independent of coordinates; 
f** is called the Hessian of fa t  the critical point p. 
Next the nullity and the index of a critical point are introduced (the 
notation we shall use differs from Milnor's). The nullity TM ° off**  will be 
referred to as the nullity o f f  at p, and the integer dim TM ° as the nullity- 
dimension of fa t  p (Milnor uses "nullity" for our "nullity dimension"). The 
situation for the index is similar: we use index o f f  at p for the subspace 
TM 7 in a decomposition TMp = TM~ Q TM ° @ TM~ adapted to f ** ,  and 
index-dimension for dim TM~. In order to consider the index it is assumed 
that such a decomposition of TMp is given beforehand, the typical situation 
being that of a Riemannian space M with the decomposition TMp= 
TM;  (~ TM ° @ TM~ adapted to f** induced by the inner product on TM~. 
Set Ma=f- l ( - -oo ,  a ]={pEM; f (p )<~a}.  The Morse theorems we 
mentioned above are: 
(3.1) THEOREM. 1f f -  1 [a, b] is compact and contains no critical points 
of f ,  then M a and M ° are diffeomorphic. Moreover, M a is a deformation 
retract of M b so that the inclusion map M a ~ M b is a homotopy equivalence. 
(3.2) THEOREM. Let p be a non-degenerate critical point o f f  with 
f (p )  = c, and suppose that f -a  [c - e, c + e] is compact and contains no 
critical points other than p for some e > O. Then for all sufficiently small 
e > 0, the set M c+~ has the homotopy type o fM c-~ with a cell attached, the 
dimension of the cell being the index dimension o f f  at p. 
The objects for which we plan to generalize these theorems (called below 
"K X C"-bundles") are locally trivial bundles over a compact space, with 
smooth fibers. A precise definition follows. 
First, let K be a compact space, F1 and F 2 two C" manifolds and 
iV: K X F~ ~ F 2 a continuous function. For each k ~ K, iVk denotes the 
function from F 1 to F 2 defined by iVg(p)= iV(k, p). 
(3.3) DEFINITION. iv is of class K × C ", n = 0, 1 ..... c~ if each ivk is of 
class C n and each map k-~ dJivk is continuous for the uniform topology 
where O<. j~n (O~j  if n=m)  and dJivk is the kth derivative of 
ivk : F1 -~ F2. We will also say that the map (k, p) -~ (k, iV(k, p)) from 
K × F 1 into K × F 2 is of class K × C n when iV is of class K X C n. 
Let now W-~K be a locally trivial bundle. This means that there is a 
covering {U} of K, fibers F v and homeomorphisms (the "bundle coor- 
dinates"): 
~v: r~-I(U) ~ U X Fv 
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compatible with projections on U. From these we obtain ~v,v : (U~ V) × 
Fv~ (U C3 Ii) × F v defined by commutativity of 
~ (UCIV) x F U 
~-i (u n v) ~u,v 
¢onv) ×F v 
(3.4) DEFINITION. A locally trivial bundle is a K × Cn-bundle if the F v 
are C" manifolds (possibly with boundary) and the maps ~v,v are of class 
(un x c". 
Of course the Ov allow us to transfer the differentiable structure of the F v 
to the fibers W~ = g- l (k ) .  Thus a K X C"-bundle is a family of manifolds 
W k parametrized continuously by k E K. 
EXAMPLES. (1) if M is a manifold of class C" then W=K × M is a 
K × C"-bundle (called a product K X C"-bundle). 
(2) If  ~-~ K is a vector bundle, then it is a K × Coo-bundle. 
(3) Let ~-~K be a vector bundle with a Riemannian metric < ,  > and 
Dr(G) = {x E ~; (x, x> <= r z }, Sr(~ ) = {x E ~; (x, x) = r 2 }, with 0 < r (we write 
simply D(~) and S(~) when r---1). Then Dr(~ ) and Sr(~ ) are K X C °O_ 
bundles, and Sr(~) is the boundary of Dr(~ ). We say that Dr(~) is a "disc 
bundle." 
(4) There is a dual process: suppose W-~ K is a K × C"-bundle. Then 
we can consider for w ~ W the vector space T(Wk) w, where k = zc(w). This 
defines a vector bundle TW over W. 
Let W m ~ K and W t2) ~ K be K × C"-bundles. A map (0: W ~) -~ W (~) is 
of class K × C ~ or a morphism of K × C"-bundles if it commutes with 
projections and, when expressed in bundle coordinates =vmt~), vast2) it is of class 
K X C"; ~ is an isomorphism if ~o and ~0 -1 are morphisms. 
Example (3) above can be completed with 
(3.5) I f  ~l and ~2 are isomorphic vector bundles over K with Riemannian 
metrics, then for any r I > 0, r 2 > 0, the disc bundles Drl(~ ) and Dr2(~2) are 
K × Coo-isomorphic. 
Just as in the case of a manifold we shall study the sets IV" = {f_-< a}. 
Here is the appropriate set up: let W be a K × C~°-bundle and f :  W--* ~ a 
function of class K × Coo. By a critical point o f f  we mean, of course, a point 
w ~ W which is critical for the restriction o f f  to the fiber through w. 
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Theorem (3.1) generalizes as follows: 
(3.6) THEOREM. Let 
f 
mXUD 
w 
K 
with f of class K X C ° and let a(k), b(k) be continuous functions on K with 
a(k) < b(k) for all k. Define 
W a = {w E W; f (w)  < a(zc(w))}, 
w b = Iw e w; f (w)  <= b(~(w))}. 
I f  {w E W; a(zc(w)) <.f(w) <~ b(zc(w))} is compact and contains no critical 
point o f f  then W a and W b are isomorphic K X C°-bundles. Moreover W a is 
a fibered deformation retract of W b and therefore the inclusion map 
Wa ~ W b is a homotopy equivalence. 
Theorem (3.2) has a much more interesting eneralization based on a 
surgery procedure that permits the attachment of a cell-bundle to a K X C ° 
bundle, much along the way cells are attached to manifolds. 
A cell-bundle over K (or a K-cell) of class C" is a K X C" bundle D with 
fibers diffeomorphic to discs Ilxll ~< 1 in appropriate spaces R d. Similarly a 
sphere-bundle (or a K-sphere) is defined as having fibers diffeomorphic to 
spheres [Ix[[ = 1. 
The boundary of a K-cell is a K-sphere; a disc-bundle Dr( 0 is a K-cell. 
Moreover, as (3.5) shows, the isomorphism class of ~ determines the K-cell 
D(0  pretty much as their dimension determines ordinary topological cells. 
Suppose a K-cell D and a K X Cn-bundle X are given. Suppose further 
that a K X C"-morphism ~ is given from the boundary S of D into X. Under 
these conditions we can form the attachement space XUo D by the usual 
process on each fiber. The result is a K×C°-bundle X~oD~K,  and 
morphisms D ~ XUo D, X ~ XUo D making the commutative diagram 
S ~ D 
x 
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cocartesian. We shall say that XU~ D is obtained by attaching the K-cell D 
to the K × C"-bundle X along the map ~o. 
Suppose now that W-~K is a K × C°°-bundle and f :  W~ ~ a functions 
of class K × C °~. Suppose that ~: K ~ W is a section of Wo ~ K such that 
or(k) is a non-degenerate critical point o f f  (or rather, offk ). Let ~ = a*(TW) 
and ff = ~- ® ~+ a fibered decomposition of ~ adapted to the bilinear form 
f** (see Section 2). The promised generalization of 3.2 is: 
(3.7) THEOREM. I f  for some e > 0, f has no critical points w satisfying 
If(w) - f(a(zc(w)))[ < e other than the w = o(k) and if 
et - ,m = {w ~ W; If(w) -f(a(n(w)))[ < e} 
is a compact K× Cm-bundle, then: for all 0 < 6<e,  setting a(k)= 
f (a (k ) ) -  5 and b(k)=f(a(k))  + 6, the space W ~ has the same homotopy 
type as Wa with the K-cell D(~-) attached. 
The proof of this theorem will require Propositions (3.8) and (3.11) below, 
whose proofs, in turn, take up the remainder of this section. 
Replacing fby f (w) - f (a (n (w) )  we can assume without loss of generality 
that f = 0 on a. Thus: 
W a= W-a= {w ~ W; f (w)~-5} ,  
W b = W ~ = {w E W;f (w)  ~ +6}, 
p[-a,~l = {w ~ W; -5  <~ f(w) <~ 6}. 
Let us denote also 
B -~ = {w C W;f (w)  =-6}  
and finally let H k denote the Hessian f** at the critical point a(k). 
Choose now a Riemannian metric ( , )  on TW ( ( , )  will remain fixed 
throughout) of class K × C ~ and with the property: if v = v -  + v ÷ with 
v-  E ~,  v + E ~ (recall that ~- ® ~- = ~k = T(W~)~,(k)), then 
v) = + +, 
Let Vfk be the gradient offk with respect o ( , ) .  If is clear that a(k) is the 
only critical point of Vfk in P~ . . . .  ] and, moreover, it is a hyperbolic ritical 
point. Define now D~ -a c P~ -a'a] (0 < 6 ~< 6) as the stable manifold of a(k) 
in pt-a,a] and D -a = (, IkD~ a. In otherwords, w E p[-a,81 belongs to D -a if 
the integral curve 7 for Vfk through w satisfies limt~o~ 7(t) = or(k). 
Under these conditions we have: 
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(3.8) PROPOSITION. There is a K X C ~ map G from D vT~(~- ) into pt . . . .  ] 
whose restrictions to the discs Dv/~-(~- ), 0 < ~ <<, ~ are homeomorphisms of 
class K X C 1 from Dvq(~- ) onto D -~. Moreover G maps Svq(~- ) onto 
B -~ ~ D -~ and straight lines through 0 E D(~-)  onto integral curves for V f  
Remark. The proof will show that G depends continuously on the chosen 
Riemannian metric. This fact will be used in the proof of Lemma (3.9). 
Proof of (3.8). We define G fiber-wise. First, let ?(t) be an integral curve 
of Vfk contained in D~ -~ (we assume that t varies in a half line t > to). Since 
(d/dt)f(7(t)) = (Vf~t ~, Vf~t)) > 0, the function f(y(t)) is strictly increasing 
with l imt_~f (7( t ) )=f (a (k ) )= 0. Therefore we can reparametrize 7 with a 
unique change t = ¢(u) such that f l(u)= 7(~0(u)) satisfies f ( f l (u ) )=-u2;  q~ is 
defined on (0, X/~], and strictly decreasing. 
Now we need the following: 
(3.9) LEMMA. (i) The curve fl(u) extended with fl(O)= o(k) is of class 
c °° on [0, 
(ii) (dfl/du(O), dtq/du(O)) = 1; 
(iii) if ill and f12 of this type have the same derivative at u = O, then 
they agree everywhere. 
Assuming this lemma we define 
The proof of Proposition (3.8) consists of settling Lemma (3.9) and then 
showing the desired properties of G. For this purpose we introduce 
appropriate local charts according to the steps described below. 
Our goal is to describe a finite family of subsets K m, K~z),... of K whose 
interiors cover K and fibered charts on neighborhood of a(K ~i)). We use  K 1 
as a temporary notation, in each step, for a neighborhood of a point k 0 E K. 
K ~ is to be thought of as a typical K (i). The actual collection K (1), K (2) .... is 
obtained at the end by thinning the family of all the resulting K 1 (for all 
possible k 0 C K) and keeping a finite subcover. 
Step 1. Pick k 0CK and let K 1 be a neighborhood of k 0 on which 
P[-~'~] and ~- are both trivial. 
Step 2. By reducing K 1 if necessary, we obtain from Theorem 2.4 in [3] 
the existence of a neighborhood V of 0 ~ ~t ,  where ~. = dim ~,  and a 
fibered chart 
ly: K 1 X V--* 7c-l(K 1) 
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of class K 1 × C °O such that for each k ~ K 1, ~,(k, 0) = a(k) and ql k : V~ W k 
is a C~-diffeomorphism of V with some neighborhood of or(k) in D~-'. It is 
clear that 0 is a non-degenerate Critical point for g =f~t, with index 2. 
Step 3. Using Morse's lemma (see Section 8) we can modify ~, so that V 
becomes a disc V = V~ of radius r with center 0 C fR a, and 
g(k,x):-nxllL for all k~K 1, 
where 11 I1 denotes the usual Euclidean norm in [R ~. 
Let us transfer on to IT, the metric on W~ using the diffeomorphism ~'k" 
We obtain a family of Riemann metrics on V~ which can be represented by 
symmetric positive definite matrices Ak(x ) at each x @ V, (more precisely, 
the metric on T(V~) x is the bilinear map (Ak(X)V ] w), where (1) is the usual 
inner product in F~a). The choice of the metric in W implies that Ak(0 ) = I 
(= 2 X 2 identity matrix). 
Correspondingly, d~t k transfers Vfk into the gradient Xk, x with respect o 
Ak(X ) of gk(X)=--[[X[I 2. An easy calculation shows that we simply have 
x~,x = ~(x)x ,  
where Bk(x ) = -2A ~- l(x). 
Let us use the same name 7 for a trajectory of Vfk and for its image under 
qt k. Then Proposition (3.8) and Lemma (3.9) correspond to: 
(3.10) LEMMA. For each k CK  1, x E V r, let Bk(x ) be a symmetric 
negative definite 2 × 2 matrix with Bk(O ) = --21 for all k and assume that 
(k, x)-~ Bk(x ) is of class K 1 × C ~. Let 7 be the integral curves of 
dt 
and reparametrize them so that fl(u)= 7(~0(u)) satisfies II~(u)ll = u. Then fl 
has the properties (i), (ii) and (iii) in Lemma (3.9) and the map G defined at 
x = p(dH/du)(O) by G(x) = #(p) is (well defined) and of  class K 1 X C 1 f rom 
K l × VV7 into V r. 
Proof of (3.10). The change t=~0(u) is characterized by Ilfl(u)ll 2= 
II 7(t)ll z = u2, whence 
-~t(u 2) = 2(717) =- 2(Bk(7)717). 
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But also 2u(du/dt)= (d/dt)(u 2) so that 
du 1 
d-T- u (Bk(7)717) 
and since t = q~(u) we conclude 
a~0 
au = u/W~(7)717). 
Using now dfl/du = (dqffdu) • (dy/dt) we conclude that 
d~ uB~3)~ II~ll n~)~ 
au - (Bkq~)/~ I ~) -- (/~kq~)/~ I ¢0" 
I f  we assume as proven that (i) in (3.9) holds, then from the last formula 
we get 
= lim = 1 -~-u -~-u .40 -d-Yu 
and since Ak(0 ) = L we obtain (ii) in Lemma (3.9). 
In order to get (i) and (iii) we interpret he fl as the integral curves of the 
field Yk on V~-  {0} by 
Yk x - Ilxll Bk(x)x  
' (ek (x )x  Ix)"  
Clearly Yk can not be extended continuously at x = 0. We will show, 
however, that Yk has a nice expression in spherical coordinates. 
Let Z be the cylinder Z = [0, r] × S "t-l, where S ~t-~ is the sphere of 
radius 1 in ~n, and denote its elements by (p,p)  where O<~p<~r, flPtl = 1. 
The spherical coordinates on V r -  {0} are provided by the map q~: Z~ V r 
defined by ~(p,p)=pp. The inverse 7 t of • on Vr--{0} is the map 
~(x)  = (/Ixll, x/llxll), The tangent space TZ can be identified to [R X TSa-I; 
for p E S ~-~, the tangent space T(Sa-~)p can in turn be identified to the 
subspaee of [Ra of all UC  ~ orthogonal to p. Thus: 
TZ(p,p) = {(s, U); s E ~, UE  ~a and (U[ p) = 0}. 
It is now easy to see that 
d~(p,p)(S, U) = pU + sp 
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and that dg-'xy = (s, U), where 
x = (y lx / l l x l [ ) ,  
u= (1/[[ xll )( y - ( y l x/ll xl[ )x/ll x [I). 
In particular, for 0 < p ~< r, the field Yk,~,(x) = d~Px Yk,x has the form 
L,o,p = (i, Uk,o,p) 
with 
Bk(pp) p -- (Bk(pp) p l p) p 
Uk,o, p = P(Bk(pp)plp) 
Let us express now Bk(X ) by its Taylor formula 
Bk(X ) = --2I + Lk(X ) + R(k, x), 
where Lk(X ) is linear in x (from F~ a into the vector space of )~ × ,~ matrices) 
and where R (k, x) is a function that satisfies 
R(k, x) = O. lim Su 
,x, c Ilxll 
kcK  l 
If r(k, p, p) = R(k, pp)/p for p 4:0 and T(k, O, p) = O, then T(k, p, p) is of 
class K 1 × Coo on K 1 × Z. Replacing Bk(x ) in the expression of Uk,o, p by its 
Taylor formula we get 
Lk(p)P -- (Lk(P)P I P)P + T(k, p, p) -- (T(k, p, P)Pl P)P 
Uk'°'P = --2 + p([Lk(p) + T(k, p, p)]p[p) 
and now it is clear that can can extend Uk,op 
gk ,o ,p  
obtaining thus a field 
to p = 0 by putting 
= _ ½(Lk(p) p - (Lk(p)plp)p)  
Yk.o,v = (1, Uk,a,p) 
of class K 1 × C °O on K 1 X Z. 
It follows now that for each p E S a -  1 there is a unique integral curve fi(u) 
of Yk with /~(0) ----- (0, p). But then Off(u) = fl(u) being a trajectory of Yk, it 
must be one of our curves. The smoothness of fl on [0, V/~] is therefore 
evident, and furthermore (dfl/du)(O+ )= p= second component of fl(O). 
(This provides a second proof of ((dfl/du)(O+)l (dfl/du)(O +)) = 1.) Also, if 
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/~1 and f12 have equal derivative at u = 0 +, then/~1 and f12 coincide for u = 0, 
hence everywhere. This proves (i) and (iii), finishing the proof of 
Lemma (3.9). 
Let us turn now to the map G. By definition, with fl, fl and p as above, 
Gk(PP)= Ck --~-U (0 +) =/~(P)= ¢Oq(P)), 
and therefore it is obvious that the image of a ray through 0 is a trajectory of 
Vf  (reparametrized). Also, fGk(pp) = f(fl(p)) = _p2 proving that GSx/g= 
B-S~D -~ for all 0~<fi~<e. 
Let now ~k(t, p, p) be the flow of Yk.o,p" By the form of Y we must have 
~k(t, p, p) = (t + p, qk(t, p, p)), 
where qk is a K 1 × C ~ map with values in S ~-1. We get 
Gk(PP) = Pqk(P, O, p). 
Consider now the flow O(t, x) on V r defined by 
Ok(t, X) = Ilxll qk(t Ilxll, (1 -- t)IIx/I, X/IIxII) 
for X 4:0 and Ok(t, O) = O. 
/ /  
I1~11 
f 
- ~ ,< i  - t ) I I  x l l ,p ) ,  
q(t ]] x ]], (i - t) [] x [ l ,p )  
0< s<tlIxl[ 
Clearly Gg(x) -~ Ok(l, x). We will prove that O k is the flow of a K ~ × C 1 
field Wk; this will imply that Gk(x ) = Ok(1,x ) is also of class K ~ X C 1. 
In fact, using the equality qk(0, p, p)  = p for all p, we get by differentiation 
(with p = [[x[], p = x/[[x[[ for x 4: 0): 
dOk (t = O, X) =p Bk(PP)P -- (Bk(PP)P [ P)P 
dt (B k(pp )p [ p) 
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and dOk/dt = 0 for t = O, x = O, so that dO~/dt = W k for the field W defined 
by 
W,(x) = If xll~:B,(x)x 
(Bk(x)x Ix) * (x ~ 0), 
w~(o) = o. 
In order to prove that W is of class K ~ X C 1, write 
and 
It suffices to consider 
but also 
W(x) (x l x) a (x )x  
X (~(x)x Ix) 
w'( ' (x)  = 8(x)  (xl x)~ 
(:B(x)x Ix)" 
w~'(x) =-  (x l x)x . 
(~(x)x l x) ' 
W2(x) - ( -2x  Ix) 
2 (B(x)x[x) 
1 ([B(x) - a(x)]x [x)x 
2 (B(x)x I x) ' 
where B(x)=-2 I  + a(x) (so that a (O)= 0). Then 
1 1 (a(x)xlx) 
ga~(x)  = - ~x  + X~ 
Z 2 (B (x )x tx )  
and we are finally lead to consider 
where 
Now 
d t=0 d~lx(V) = --~tl(x 4, tv) 
d 
dt 
w*'~(x) = r1(x)x, 
(~(x)x Ix) 
,~(x) - (B(x)x Ix)" 
(a(x + tv)x [ x) + 2t(a(x + tv)x [ v) 4, t2(a(x + tv)v Iv) 
(B(x 4, tv)x Ix) 47 2t(B(x -I- tv)x Iv) 4, t2(B(x 4- tv)v Iv) t=o 
= (,(x)xlx)-2I[(d~x(V)XlX) + 2[a(x)xlx)](,(x)xtx) 
- -  (a(x)x ] [(dBx(v)x Ix) + 2(B(x)x tx)] }. 
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Using the abreviation Ix l  = v/(B(x)x Ix), we have 1/M< [Ixll/Ixl ~ M for 
some M and all x E V~. Then 
]lxl] 2 ]Ix u 1 
]]dt/xl] _-< Hdaxl[--~f-+ 2 ]]a(x)l I ix ] ix I 
IIx[12 [ Ilxll~ 
+ Ila(x)][ --~-- ]ldBx[I-~-- + 2 I lB (x ) [ ] -  
1 
~M'  +M" [[a(x)fl • Ix---~' 
Ilxll 1 ] 
Ixl Ixl 
where M'  and M" are constants large enough so that 
Ildax[ ] ]lx[]2 Hxl]2 dB Hxll2< M'  
-~-+[ la (x ) l [ -~- I I  x ixt2 = 
and 
Ilxlr , [Ixfl 2 ~ Ilxll < M" 2 ~ + ~ ~ IIB(x)lf ~ = 
throughout K 1 × V r. Thus, for x 4: O, 
dW(xa)(v) = dtlx(V)X + tl(x)v 
and therefore 
lidW(x3)l[ = IIdtlxll IIxH + ][r/ll 
rlxll =< M'  Ilxll + M" II a (x ) ] l -~  + ]] r/(x)]l, 
whence ][dW(xa)H-~0 as x-~ 0. On the other hand 
II w('(x)ll 
JIxll -II ~(x) f l~o 
and therefore dW °) exists and it is 0 at x = 0. Then dW~ 3) is continuous and 
so the original field W is of class K 1 × C 1 as claimed. 
This ends the proofs of Lemma (3.10) and Proposition (3.8). 
(3.11) PROPOSITION. For each 0 < ~ <= e the inclusion map 
(D-aUB-~,B-a )~ (Pt -a '~l ,B-a)  is a fibered homotopy equivalence of 
pairs. 
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Remarks. (1) The inclusion in Proposition (3.11) is actually a fibered 
homotopy equivalence "rel B - ~.'' 
(2) It follows from Theorem (3.6) that for two values 0 < 6~, 62 < e, the 
pairs (D-a1UB-a ' ,B  -~I) and (D-~UB-a2 ,  B-~2), and (P[-a"~'],B -~)  
and (pt-S~,a~], B-sO are homeomorphic with homeomorphisms that preserve 
the inclusion maps. Thus the validity of Proposition (3.11) for one value of 6 
implies its validity for all 0 < 6 ~ e. We will prove it assuming that 6 is 
small enough for certain conditions stated below to hold. 
(3) The validity of Proposition (3.11) for the restrictions of all bundles 
involved to each member of a finite cover of K by the closures of open sets 
implies Proposition (3.11). This follows from a theorem of Dold [1] quoted 
below. 
Proof of Proposition (3.11). We proceed now (as in the proof of 
Proposition (3.8)) by steps that produce the typical K ~') of a good cover of 
K. 
Step 1'. Pick k oCK and let K ~ be a neighborhood of k 0 such that 
P[ . . . .  ] and ~ are both trivial over K ~. 
Step 2'. Using the exponential map of TP t-~'~j and the triviality of 
over K 1, we can find a K 1 × C~-chart 
q~: K ~ × V ~ p [-~,~], 
where V is a disc around 0 E ~", such that q~(k, 0) = a(k) for k E K 1. 
Step 3'. Using Morse's lemma (see Section 8) and after modifying ~0 and 
reducing the size of V if necessary, we can expressf  I =f~0 as 
f~(k, x )= -Ilpk(x)ll 2 + Ilqk(x)ll 2, 
where Pk is a continuous family of orthogonal projections in E n and 
qk = I -  Pk" Here, as usual, [[ ][ denotes the norm ][x[[ 2 = x~ +. . .  + x~ of ~". 
Step 4'. With a further replacement of K 1 by a smaller neighborhood of 
k 0 if necessary, we can lift the family Pk to the orthogonal group of Rn so 
that it can be written as Pk ~-UkPoU; 1, for all k E K 1, where P0 is the pro- 
jection 
po(Xl ..... x,)  = (xx ..... x a, 0'.., O) 
with 2 = dim ~-, and u k is a continuous family of orthogonal transfor- 
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mations. After modifying ~0 accordingly (using the uk) we arrive at the 
following situation: 
~p: K a × V~ p l -~, , l  
is a chart, where V is the disc in N" of radius r, such that f  I =f~o has the 
form 
fl(k,x) = - - I I x - I I  2 + IIx + II 2, 
where x -  = po(X), x + = x - x - .  
Next we transfer the whole situation to K 1 × V via q) with: 
K 1 x V X ~ ' + C 
K 1 x V ~0 ~ p[ -e ,E : ]  
where Va={x- ;x~N"  and Ilxtl 4r/x/-ff}, C=~o( K1 x VA), and ~o' is the 
restriction O Ix, x va. 
For the sequel set r/= r2/2 and denote N=P I-n'Èl ~r- l (K l ) ,  and write 
simply D, B for 
D=D-n~n- I (K1) ,  
B= B-n  (-~ Tr-I(KI). 
The proof of Theorem (3.2) in Milnor [4] shows that 
(3.12) (CC3B, B) is a fibered deformation retract of (N,B). 
This of course implies that the inclusion map f :  (C L3 B, B )~ (N, B) is a 
fibered homotopy equivalence. In order to prove that the inclusion 
j0: (o uB ,  B)-~ (N,B) 
is also a homotopy equivalence we introduce some auxiliary spaces. 
607/45/2-4 
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/ 
Let us define (through q~) a disc in each TD,,tk )=~k, k~K~,  with V. 
Consider now the Riemannian metrics 
( ,  >t= (1 --t) ( , )+  t(I ), 
where ( , )  is the given Riemannian metric of W and (]) the ordinary 
euclidean metric of IR n. At each a(k) all the (,  >t agree with (I). We have 
the maps Gtk: Va iN  deduced from (,>t by the procedure of 
Proposition (3.8). Since G a = ~0, and using Proposition (3.8), we get 
Gl(K 1× V ~)=C and G°(K 1× V ~)=D. 
Denote by gt : S -+ B the restriction of G t to the boundary S of V a and let 
y~t be the attachement space 
t 
= u ,B. 
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Using now the identity on B and G t on V a 
(= homeomorphism with the image) 
t 
165 
we obtain immersions 
Since l 1 is a homeomorphism with the image 11(~1)= CUB we conclude 
that 
(3.13) 
1 
l i :  (Z ,  B) ~ (N, B) is a homotopy equivalence. 
We shall define now a new family of maps 
ctt:B ~ N, 
fit: V;t ~ B, 
compatible with gt, i.e., making the following diagram commutative 
V % 
gl J 
""'"°°' "I "" ' i , . . . .  i * 
B t ~N 
(% 
f3 t 
Set a t = identity. In order to define fit we use a map 
A :V  aX[41] -~N 
constructed as follows: first, A agrees with G t on (S X [4 1])U (V a X {t}); 
we define A in the rest of V ~ X It, 1] by means of a fibered retraction R t 
from V a X It, 1] into (S X [4 1])U (V a X {t}) 
166 
°. 
.- 
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P 
o" 
.." 
S x [t,l] 
~m {t} 
Finally set 
It is clear from the definition of i t that i 1 coincides with l ~. Therefore, using 
(3.13): 
(3.14) i°:(i,B)    isahomo,o ,equiva'ence. 
zi([I) <" 
\ I ' / 
/ il(v x) ~ ., it(V x) k\ ,-' i°(V )^ ".. 
i x 1 . 
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Next we consider the commutative diagram 
(~°,B) " (D U B,B) 
.0  
(~I,B) I ' (N,B) 
where j0 is the inclusion map and v = (l°)-1i ° is a homotopy equivalence 
(see Milnor [4, Lemma 3.6]). 
Clearly j°l°v = i ° and using 3.14 and [4, Assertion, p. 22], we conclude 
that j0 is a homotopy equivalence. This ends the proof of Proposition (3.11). 
We quote now: 
(3.15) ([1]). I f  E-oPX and E' -oP'X are continuous and f :E -oE '  
satisfying p ' f=p is such that for each Vj of an admissible covering 
X= U V] then fI~_l~vi) is a fibered homotopy equivalence, then f is a fibered 
homotopy equivalence. 
The notion of "admissible" for this result is such that all finite covers by 
closures of open sets are admissible. 
4. PARAMETRIC  PATHS AND F IELDS 
We shall quickly review some notions of Riemannian geometry. The 
notations agree with Milnor's in [4]. 
Let M be a Riemannian manifold with ( , )  its inner product in each TMp. 
(4.1) (see [4, Lemma 10.3]). For each p E M there is a neighborhood 
W o fp  and a number e > 0 such that any two points Pl, P2 of W can be 
joined by a unique geodesic ~(t), a <~ t <. b in M, 7(a) = pl,  7(b) = P2 and the 
length of 7 is <e. Moreover, the point y(t) C M depends C °o on (Pl, P2, t). 
Let R be the curvature tensor: R(X, Y)Z E TMp for X, Y, Z E TM;. Let 
be a geodesic in M and denote by J -  the Jacobi operator ~Y-X = DZ/dt 2 q- 
R(dy/dt, X)(dy/dt) acting on fields X defined along y, i.e., with X(t) C TM~t ~ .
The fields X for which J -X  = 0 on an interval a ~< t ~< b are called Jaeobi 
fields along 7(t), a ~< t ~ b. Since the equation J -X  = 0 is homogeneous, the 
Jacobi fields along y(t), a ~< t ~< b, form a vector space. The following are all 
important notions for the sequel: 
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(i) y(a) and y(b) are conjugate along 7 if there are non-null Jacobi fields 
X(t) along ~,(t), a ~< t ~< b with X(a) = 0, X(b) = 0; 
(ii) the multiplicity of 7(a) and y(b) as conjugate points is the dimension 
of the vector space of Jacobi fields X(t) along y(t), a ~< t ~< b with X(a) = O, 
X(b) = 0. 
These notions will be generalized in the next section to the parametric case 
described below. 
First, we quote a consequence of (4.1): 
(4.2) For W as in (4.1) above, ifpl, P2 E Wand UI C TMpIU 2 ~ TMp2, 
then there is a unique Jacobi field X along the unique geodesic joining pl and 
P2 and having Ux and U z as values in pl and p2. Moreover, X(t) depends C~° 
on UI, U; and t. 
Let K be a compact space. From now on we will consider objects 
associated to M (points, paths, fields) depending on a parameter varying in 
K. 
If we introduce the space W(K, M) of all continuous functions from K to 
M, the notions to be studied will be points, paths, fields in ~(K,  M), for the 
natural differentiable structure of ~(K,  M). But we can (and will) avoid the 
use of this infinite dimensional differentiable structure here, and simply 
describe all the ingredients as functions (or sections of bundles) on K. 
To being with, let I = [0, 1] and consider a family of paths parametrized 
by kEK.  This amounts to giving a function ca:K× I -~M which we will 
assume is continuous on the product K × L 
Notation to be used throughout: co k and w t, for k E K and 0 ~< t ~< 1, are 
the functions cak(t) = cat(k) = ca(k, t). 
We consider also functions ca of "class K × C"" in the following sense. If 
cak is of class C" and each derivative diwk/dt i, O<.j<.n, depends 
continuously for uniform convergence on the parameter k, then ca is of class 
K X C n. K × C ~° is defined analogously. We have the corresponding notion 
of piece-wise K × C ~ when the property K × C" holds on each product 
K × Ii where the Ij are finitely many closed intervals that cover I. 
Suppose that o9 is piecewise K × C a. We have the piecewise continuous 
fields dcak/dt and their energies (= action integrals): 
d t '  dt dt. 
From (4.1) and (4.2) and using uniform continuity of y we get: 
(4.3) LEMMA. Given any e > O, there is ~ > 0 such that if 
O<ua <u2 < l satisfy lua-Uzl < 6, then for each k, yk(ul) and y,(uz) 
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belong to an open set  W k c M such that any p, q E W k can be joined by a 
unique geodesic )Jk,p,q(t) of length <e, 7k,p,q(a)=p, ~k,p,q(b)= q and for  any 
U1 E TMp, U 2 ~ TMq there is a unique Jacobi f ield X k along 7k,p,q defined 
for  a <~ t <~ b with Xk(a ) = U 1 , Xk(b ) = U 2 . Moreover, Xk(t ) depends K × C °o 
on k, p, q, U 1U 2 and t. 
Using this lemma we conclude in turn that: 
(4.4) Given e > 0, there are partitions 0 = t o < t~ < ... < tn = 1 such that 
for  each k E K, the geodesic 7k has the porperty: all values 7k(t), tj <~ t <<. ti+ 1 
lie in an open set Wk, j in which all pairs p, q C Wk, j can be joined by a 
unique geodesic 7k,p,q of  length <e, and for  any Y E TMp, Z E TMq there is 
a unique Jacobif ie ld X k along 7k,p,q having Y and Z as extreme values in t~ 
and tj+ a . In particular, this can be done for  the points 7k(tO), 7k(tl) ..... 
-y 
Let Tl2y(t o ..... tn) c TOy be the vector space consisting of all continuous 
vector fields X along 7 such that 
(1) xk Ittj, t~+ll is a Jacobi field along 7k(t), tj <~ t <<. tj+ 1 , for each j  and k; 
(2) X(k,  0) and X(k, I) vanish identically. 
It follows from the remarks above that 
(4.5) LEMMA. Each X E TI2r(t 0 ..... tn) is ful ly determined by its values at 
tl, t.2 ..... tn_ 1 or, in other words, by the n - 1 functions f rom K into TM, 
k -o X(k,  tj), j = 1 ..... n -- 1. Conversely any set of  n -- 1 continuous functions 
V~: K - ,  TM, with VJ(k) E TMytk,t~) determines a unique XC Tl2~(t o..... t~) 
with VJ(k) = X(k,  tj) for  all k and j.  
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5. PATH BUNDLES 
The purpose of this section is to prove that a space of broken geodesics is 
a locally trivial bundle over the unbroken geodesics. The meaning of this will 
become clear as we go along. 
Consider the space F of piecewise C ° paths co(t), 0 < t < 1, in a complete 
Riemann manifold M. A distance between paths co, co' can be defined by 
d(co, co,)= maw p(co(t),co,(t))+ (f~ [ ds ds' ]2dt) 1/2 
0<t<l ~ dt ' 
where p is the geodesic distance and ds is arc-length. It is clear that the 
energy 
E(co) = fl dt 
of a path is continuous on F. 
Pick now a geodesic 7 E F such that 0 and I are not conjugate along 7; 
typically 71 will denote another geodesic close enough to 7, say with 
d(7, 71)< a. Then 0 and 1 are not conjugate along 71 either. This is true 
because the Hessian E**  also depends continuously on d and therefore it 
remains non-degenerate near 7. 
When a partition 0 = t o < t I < ... < t n = 1 is given, a path co E F is called 
a broken geodesic if each restriction co Iltj, ts+~l is a geodesic. 
Let now Z cF  be the neighborhood Z = {co E F; d(7, co) < a}. Since the 
energies of all co C Z are uniformly bounded, from Milnor [4] follows that 
there is a partition 0=t  0<. . .  <t  n -1  fine enough so that the broken 
geodesics for this partition are determined by the points co(tj). More 
precisely, denote by Z '  the set of broken geodesics in Z, and for co ~ Z '  let 
(~ = (co( t0)  , co ( t l )  ..... co( i t / ) ) .  
Then the map co ~ 03 is a homeomorphism of Z '  with an open subset of 
M × ... × M (n + 1 times). With co --, 03 we can transport o Z '  the structure 
of Riemann manifold of M × -.. × M. 
Let ~Orl be the set of broken geodesics co with co(0)=y l (0  ) and 
co(1) -- 71(1), and for e > 0, let .c2~1 be the subset of O~l of the co with 
IE(co)--E(701 < e. Suppose now that r> 0 and e > 0 are so small that if 
Ur = {71 C Z; d(7, 71) < r and 71 is a geodesic}, then: 
2, the points 7(0), co(t 0, 7(tl), 71(0), col(t1), (1) for all co E O~ ~, ~o 1 EX2rl, 
y1(/1) belong all of them to an open set on which every pair p, q can be 
joined by a unique geodesic of minimal length. Similarly for y(1), m(t,_l), 
7(tn-l), 71(1), ¢01(tn-l), 7x(tn 1); 
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(2) /2 2~CZ'  for all ~1 E U r" 
(3) each Yl ~ Ur is the only critical point of the 
restricted to the corresponding 0 2~ 
71 ° 
J 
energy 
\7  
1 
/ 
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function 
Property (2) guarantees that £2 2" is a compact submanifold (with 71 
boundary) of Z ' .  In fact, the map 
o9 ~ a5 --~ (og(tl),... , og(tn_~) ) 
is a global diffeomorphism of/'2 2" onto a submanifold o fM X .'. X M (n -- 1 }q 
times). 
Property (1) allows us to "exchange ndpoints." 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~~. . . . . . . . .  ~ ---~- ~.-. ..... • 
• - ,  , ° , ,  
• - , - ,  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
Yl 
In fact, choose e < fi < 2e. Then if r is small enough and Yl ~ Ur, each 
o9 C g'2~ gives rise to a broken geodesic ~0(o9) ~ O~1 defined by 
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~0(co) ira,,,+,1 = co lm,,,+l],  
~o(co) ][to,t,l = minimal geodesic joining 7,(0) to co(t0, 
¢(co) lit .... m = minimal geodesic joining co(t,_ 1) to 7,(1). 
It is clear that 03 = ~.o(co) ~. Also, again making r smaller if necessary, the 
map ¢-1 that exchanges back the end points, can be considered as defined 
from .Q~ into O2~ 
Yl Yl 
2E 
and again ~o-' (co)~ = 03. 
Define now 
E F= 12r, i f=  ~2y,, 
and identify F, ff to their images in M × ... × M (n - 1 times) under co ~ 03. 
F and ff are, as we know, compact manifolds of dimension (n - 1)m, where 
m = dim M, with boundary, and the energy function is a Morse function on 
both F, ff  with 7 as the only critical point. 
Consider E '  : F ~ [R and E '  : F -o  ~ defined by 
E'(CO) = E(~p(CO)), 
L" (~0-'(co,)) = E(co,), 
co C F; 
co, E F1. 
(5.1) LEMMA. I f  ct > 0 is given,for all r small enough, and each 7, E U r, 
we have [IVE -- VE'  U < a throughout F. 
Proof  Fix co C F and let W be a broken Jacob, field along co. We have, 
by the first variation formula 
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dEw(nO = -~ (w,, z, v), 
t 
where V= dw/dt and A t is the jump at t. Also 
1 t 
---- ½ dEot,o)(doo~(W)) 
and using again the first variation formula we get 
½ dE'(W) = -~ (d~oo~(Wt), A t Vl) , 
where V 1 = (d/dt)(~o(m)). 
Using the identification induced by co ~ ~5 we see that ¢ and d~0 act as the 
identity map. Therefore 
n--1 
(veo,, re) = - Z ( w,,, a,, v)  
i=1  
and 
n--1 
~(vE- ,  w)  = - ~ (Wt:A,~V,). 
i=1  
Now clearly (Wl ) t= V t for t~ <~ t <~ t,_ 1 and therefore At iV=AttV 1 for 
2_< i_< n- -  2. Then 
and therefore 
Since 
l (gEo:, -- VE  t ,  W)  = (ml ,  , At, V 1 -- Al, V) 
-1- (Wt._,,At._l V 1 --At._, V) 
% II VEto - VE~II ~ ][AtlVl -A t ,  vii 
+ IIA,._, V1 -Atn_, VII. 
h do) At, V, -- Aq V-- d~o(~) (t l)  - ~ (t7) 
dt 
and analogously for tn_l, 
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j /  . . . .  . . . .  
I . .1 "  " ' "  
/ I ¢,',, ,I 
,,,, ~ 1  I . . . . . . . . .  
s .~"  -. 
7~ (o)# ......... , '
%. 
- . . .  . . . . . .  . . ° "  
%, o , .  
" ' ° . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - , , * "  
and co(q) varies in a compact set, the vanishing of NAt, V 1 -At1 vii at 71 = 7 
and all ~o E F implies that it stays below a for 71 near 7 and all co C F. This 
proves the lemma. 
Consider now a fixed 71 near 7 and denote F 1 ---- ~Qara. Consider the various 
levels of  energy described by the figure: 
e+2E~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
e+E 
A 
F 
x 
i i i i 
' l i / ", 
• i 
e-  2~ ," . . . . . .  L . . . . . . . .  '-, 
,-,.=_ 
¢ 
e t +~ 
"//'/////,-~_B;.~ +,,, 
e I o 
A I 
t~=e~ie - 8" 
F 1 
where e = E(7 ), e I = E(71). Let us also denote, for emphasis, by E . /~  and E 1 
the energy functions on F, ff and F 1, respectively. This will al low us  to 
identify each co G F and each 091 E F 1 to O3 and 031 respectively, without 
ambiguity; this care is required since although o3 =¢(~o)  holds for all 
co ~ F, in general the energies of co and ¢(09) differ. We can simply write 
E(o3), El(e3 ) for them. The sets A, B, C are defined by 
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A = {a~ E F; IEl(~) - e, I 6"}, 
B= {~oEF;E,(~)>=e 1 +fi"}, 
C= {oo E F; E,(go) < e, - a"}, 
where 0 < 5" < fi' and 5', fi" are chosen very small. 
Our aim is to define a homeomorphism of F onto F~. For this purpose we 
will map first x E F into ¢(x) and then stretch the images along integral 
curves of VE 1. This process, done carefully, yields the desired map. 
The flow ~(y)  on F 1 of the field VE 1 can be reparametrized so that the 
new flow ~t(Y) satisfies 
El(~t(y)) -=  t + E,(y) 
on the set ]El(y ) -- e,[ > u, where 0 < u < fi". This is obtained by a change 
of parameter of the form 
~0t(y) = , ~u,u,v>(Y), 
where/t is Coo and dp/dt > 0. The trajectories of q~ and ~ul are set-wise iden- 
tical with p changing one parameter into the other. 
Let now h: R --, R be a C °O function with a graph like 
e, -8 /  e3-8 '/ ez 
O 
// i 
e 
+1 
and define r: F--+ R as 
r(x) = h(E'(x)) ~ (e 1 + 5 - E'(x)). 
Finally define tpl : F - -~F  1 by 
~,(x) = ~,~x,(~(x)). 
(5.2) TneomCM. For r sufficiently small, the map 
UrX F--+ O a 
defined by (yl,~)--+~ol(oo) is a homeomorphism of class 
U r X F onto [2 a. 
U, X Coo from 
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Proof. Injectivity: The restriction of ~01 to A coincides with q~ and it is 
therefore injective. Furthermore the images of A, BXv4 and C\A are disjoint 
since E 1 takes on different values on them. Thus it suffices to show that ~p is 
injective on B and C. 
Suppose then that x~, x 2 E B and tp~(x~) = ~91(X2) , or 
= 
This means that ~p(x~) and ~(,X2) belong to the same integral curve of VE 1. 
Let ft(t) = ~- la( t ) ,  where a(t) = q~t(Y) (for some y C Fl)  goes through q~(Xl) 
and q~(x2), so that x I = ft(tl) and x 2 = fl(t2) for appropriate values of tl, t 2. 
We have to show that t~ --- t 2. For this, consider the function of t 
T(t) = e ,  
Clear ly  T( t l )  = T(t2). On the other hand, we show below that 
dT 
(5.3) d---~- > 0 
and therefore we must have tl = t 2. 
Surjectivity: Let a be a trajectory a(t)= ~t(Y). If  E ly  is close to e~, 
clearly y = ~o(x)= ~o~(x) for some x E F. Let again ft = ~o-la be the image 
path in ff under rp -~. For t o the value that makes Eft(to)= e + e true, we 
have 
and 
Thus 
~o,fl(to) = O,~to, a(to) 
r(fl(t0)) = e~ + 6 --E~a(to). 
Etplft(to) = r(fl(to)) + E1 a(to) : el + ~. 
This shows that q~ maps the path ft(t), 0 ~< t ~< to in F onto the piece of a(t) 
going from y all the way to the top E 1 = e I + ~. A similar reasoning for the 
lower part completes the proof that ~plF= F~. 
Finally we prove: ~ is a diffeomorphism. It will suffice to show that d~pl 
is surjective at each x E F. This is certainly the case for x E A. Suppose then 
that x @ B and consider y = q~(x), Yl = ~01(x) = ~,~x)(9(x)) • Denote by L 1 the 
intersection of {z E F1; Exz = El y} with a neighborhood of y, and let 
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L+ I
I 
/ i \\ 
.l i \ 
L = (,0-1(L1).  The map 0 from L ×/ ,  I a real interval, into F 1 defined by 
(z, t) __,o cl)t(y ) is a diffeomorphism. Now 41 [L can be factorized as 
x--, (o(x), r(x)) ~ o,(x), 
where both maps are diffeomorphism with their images. Hence ¢Pl is also a 
diffeomorphism of L with ~o~(L). 
On the other hand, the submanifold ~01(L ) is transversal to ¢)t(Y). To see 
this observe that in L 1 × IR, ~(L )  is the graph of a map from L to ~, while 
~t(Y) is the axis {y} × ~. But for fl=~o-lf~t(y) we have 
d 
-~ ~1 fl(t) 4= 0 
by an application of (5.3). Hence (d~0~) x is surjective, as claimed. 
In order to complete the proof we show the calculation leading to (5.3). 
First 
e , (¢ l~(S) )  = E,  ~ .~( ,~(s ) )  
= ~(p(s)) + e , f l ( s )  = ~fl(s) + s. 
Hence 
d E1  (~1 f l (S ) )  - -  
dz(fl(s) )
T +  1 
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and since 
drfl(s) _ h ' (s)  E(f l(s)) (e, + 6 - s) 
h(s) dE~(~)) h(s) 
-~ e +~ ~ (e, + ~ - s) - - -E ( f l ( s ) )  
eq-~ 
h(s) e + ~ - h(s) Eq~(s))  
= g(s) - -E ( /3 (s ) )  = g(s) q 
e+e e+e 
with g >/0, the desired result follows from h(s) E(f l(s)) <~ E(f l(s)) <~ e + e. 
We close this section by showing that the surgery process described in 
Section 3 applies to path spaces. 
Let M be a complete Riemann manifold, D the space of broken geodesics 
with respect o a given partition 0 = t o < tl < -.. < t, = 1. Let S be the space 
of geodesics y with 0 and 1 not conjugate along ~/, and a: S ~ M × M the 
map a(~) = (7(0), ~(1)) and set 
a* (~) , S2 
S ~ I, I xN  
where p: ,Q ~ M × M is the end-points map p(co) = (co(0), co(l)). Denote by 
a*(D) [-~,~1 "the set {co ~ a*(D);lE(co)--E(aTr(co))l ~6}. According to 
Theorem (5.2), given y E S fixed, there is a partition, a 6 > 0 and a 
neighborhood U of y in S such that n- l (U)  i-a'~j is diffeomorphic to a 
product. 
Suppose now that K is a compact space and let 7: K--* S be a continuous 
map. Consider 
W , 
K 
f 
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where 
w = i * (a* (o ) ) ,  
f = energy function, 
and a(k) = •(k). According to Theorem (5.2), and using the compactness of 
K, there is a partition 0 = t o < ... < t, = 1 and ~ > 0 such that 
m[-~,6] 
1 
K 
is locally trivial w i th fa  Morse function with a(k) the unique critical point in 
each fiber 14~k -~'~]. Then, with the notation of Section 3, from Theorem (3.7) 
follows: 
(5.4) COROLLARY. (W i-&6], B -a) has the homotopy type of 
(D U B -~, B-a) ,  where DUB -~ is B -a with a cell attached. 
6. GENERALIZED MORSE INDEX THEOREM 
Consider again the situation of Section4: K is a compact space, 
7:KX I -~M is a KX  C °° map with 7k a geodesic for each k, and TOt the 
space of broken C ~ vector fields along 7. 
For a partition 0 = t o < tl < .' .  < t, = 1, TO~(t o..... t,) denotes the space 
of broken Jacobi fields along ? for this partition. We have 
TOr(t o ,..., t,) c T.O r 
Both TOt and TOy(t o ..... t,) can be considered as spaces over K with 
(TO~), = TO(W, 
(TO,(to ..... t,))k = TO~,(to ..... t,). 
Here the fibers are real vector spaces in a natural way and the Hessian E** 
of the energy function corresponding to each Yk, is a symmetric bilinear 
form. 
We choose a partition 0=t  0 < t I < ... t ,=  1 fine enough for the 
statements in Section 4 to hold. We consider yi = 7ti: K~M and the vector 
bundle 
n-1 
= (¥i)* (TM) 
i=I 
607/45/2-5 
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over K. If necessary we write 
n-1 
(to,...,tn_) ~ @ (Yi)e(TM) 
i=I 
We will identify each element v E ~, v = (v~ ,..., v,)  over k E K with the 
broken Jacobi field along Yk whose values at the tj are V(0) = 0, V(t~) = vj, 
for j -- 1, 2 ..... n - 1 and V(1) = 0. With this we have a symmetric bil inear 
form F on ~ given by 
Fk(v, w) = E~%(V, W). 
Let 
(6.1) ~k(to ..... tn) = ~;(t  o ..... t,) @ C°(to ..... t,)@~k+ (t o ..... t ,)  
be the decomposit ion of ~k adapted to F k induced by the natural Riemannian 
metric on (: 
n-1  
(v, w) = Z (v,, wb. 
i=1 
(6.2) DEFINITION. We say that y has an index for the partit ion 0 = t o < 
• .. < tn = 1 if (6.1) is a fibered decomposit ion in the sense of Section 2. In 
this case, we define the index of y for 0=t  o<. . .  <t,= l  as the 
isomorphism class of the bundle ~- ( t  o ..... t,). 
For each 0 < r N 1, we can repeat the previous construction for the 
restriction of y to K × [0, r] and the partit ion 0 = t o < ..- < tj < r (where j
satisfies tj < r< tj+l). 
(6.3) DEFINITION. We say that y is a r-special geodesic for 0 < to < 
... < t n--  1, if the restriction of y to K × [0, r], 0 <r  < 1 has an index for 
0 = t o < ... < tj < z, and simply special if it is r-special for all 0 < r ~< 1. 
Final ly: 
(6.4) DEFINITION. 0 < V~< 1 is conjugate to 0 along y for 0= to < 
• .. < tj < v if ~°(t o,..., tj, r) 4= 0. The multiplicity of r is the isomorphism class 
of the bundle C°(t0 ..... tj, r). 
(6.5) THEOREM. Let y be a special geodesic. There is a number e > 0 
such that for  all partitions O < t o < ... < t n~- I with t2+ 1 - t j  < e, 
j = 0 ..... n - 1, the index and the multiplicity of  each ~ Ir×[0,~l are the same. 
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In view of Theorem (6.5), we can simply write 
~- ( r )  = index of ? Irx[0,~l, 
~°(r) = multiplicity of 7 IK x[0.~l, 
for any sufficiently fine partition. 
(6.6) INDEX THEOREM. For a special geodesic, 
0 <I; <1 
(6.7) COROLLARY. G°(r) = 0 except for finitely many r between 0 and 1. 
The proofs of Theorems (6.5) and (6.6) will follow from two lemmas, 
where 7 will denote a fixed geodesic and 0 = t o < ... < t, = 1 a sufficiently 
fine partition. 
(6.8) LEMMA. Let 0<r~<l ,  0<u~<r .  Suppose that th<u<~th+ 1, 
where h -- 0, 1,..., n - 1, and consider the bundles 
= ~(t0 ..... th, th +1 ..... tj, r), 
r /=  ~(t0,..., th, u, t h +1 ..... t j, r). 
Then: 
(i) i f  7 is r-special for 0 = t o < ... < tj < r then it is also r-special for 
the finer partition 
0=t0<. . .  <th<u<th+l<. . .  <t j<r .  
(ii) There exists an automorphism q~ of ~ homotopic to the identity 
such that if a: ¢~q is the canonical inclusion, then q~a: ~q is an 
isomorphism of ~- onto 0-  and of G ° onto rl °, and further it is a 
monomorphism of ~ + into q + 
Proof. Fix k @ K and consider the geodesic 6 = 7kllo,~]. 
Let 
~k = broken Jacobi fields along 6 for the partition 0 = t o < 
• .. <th<th+ 1<' ' '  <t j<r .  
Tk=broken  Jacobi fields along 6 with support in [th,th+l] 
broken at most at t h, u, th+l. 
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Now clearly, 
r/k=broken Jacobi fields along 6 for 0 - t  0<- . .  <t  h<u< 
th+~ < "'" < tj < r, 
satisfies 
l~k = O~K 0 rk. 
Furthermore, for W ~, W 2 in ~/k we have 
1E~c*(WI' W2)=-~'i=l \ /Wl ' t~dt /A  DW2 \ -- ( Wu, DW2 \ 
Hence if W 1= W 2 belongs to Tk, and fl(s) is a variation of 6 in the 
interval [th, th+~] with fl(s) a geodesic in [th,U ] and [U, th+l] such that 
W ~ = dfl/ds Is=o, then 
d2 s E:q::~(Wl' wl) ~- ~J2 E(fl) =o 
and since 6 [Ith,th+i] minimizes energy, this derivative is >0. On the other 
hand E** IT~ has no nullity since there are no non-trivial Jacobi fields in 
[th, th+l] vanishing at the end points. Therefore E** is positive definite on 
T k. Also, since T= Ok Tk is obviously a bundle, the decomposition 
a~; ® a~°k ® (a~; ® Tk) 
is fibered and depend to E~, .  From Section 2 follows the existence and 
properties of ~P. 
Theorem (6.5) follows easily from this lemma. 
Suppose 7 is special. Let 0 = t o < ... < t, = 1 be a fine partition for y and 
r, r + e such that th < Z < r+ e < th+l, where r + e is not conjugate to 0 
along 7. This is always the case if e is small enough since conjugate points 
are isolated. In these conditions, we have 
(6.9) LEMMA. 
~-( t  o ..... t h, v) ® ~°(t o ..... t h , z) is isomorphic to ~- ( t  o ..... t h, v + e). 
Proof. We define morphisms /~ and ~' from ~(t o ..... th,Z ) and 
G°(to ..... th,v), respectively, into ~(t o ..... t h , r , r+e) ,  as follows: if 
VE  ~k(to ..... t h, r), then (pV)k is the extension of V k by 0 up to z + e on 7k; if 
WE~°( to  ..... th,v ), then ~'W)k  is the broken Jacobi field along 7k such 
that (tt' W)k(tt) = 0 for i = 0 ..... h, (it' W)k(r ) = (D W/dt ) ( r -  ) and 
(/.t'W)k(z-+ e)= O. Clearly p and ~' are bundle morphisms. Finally define 
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(o(V+ W) - - f l ( l z )+ e- l f l (W)-c/ l ' (W) where c is a constant to be chosen 
later. The map ~o defines a bundle morphism 
q): ( - ( t  o ..... t h, r) ® ~°(to,..., th, r) ~ ~(to,..., th, r, r + e), 
since its restrictions to ~-  and ~0 are combinations of the bundle morphisms 
/a and/a' .  
We shall show that for a convenient value of c: 
(1) (p is a monomorphism; 
(2) the form ~**~"+" is negative definite in the bundle r/ = image of ~o; 
(3) + c) = ,7 ® (r + 
Lemma (6.9) follows from (1), (2), (3), using Section 2. 
Let us see the proof of (2). Fixing k o C K, let W 1 ..... W a be local sections 
near k o of ~- ( t  o ..... t h, r) which form a basis in each fiber. Then the matrix 
is negative definite for each k. 
Let j1,..., ow be local sections of G°(to,..., th, r) such that {Dji/dt(t)}i form 
an orthonormal system for each k. This is achieved by the standard 
orthonormalization process. 
The matrix of ~'~+" in the basis 
is 
f l(ml), . . . ,  f l(mA), ~t( j1)  ..... f i t ( j r )  
cak ) 
cA ~ - -4 I  q- c2B k ' 
where A k and B k depend continuously on k (A[ = transpose of Ak). 
Since for e = 0, this is a negative definite matrix, the same is true for all 
sufficiently small e and all k close to k 0. By compactness of K, a universal e 
can be chosen. This proves (2). 
Parts (1) and (3) follow from (2) by a dimension argument using 
Theorem 15.1 in Milnor [4]. 
(7.1) 
K 
7. COMPUTATION OF THE INDEX OF A SPECIAL GEODESIC 
IN THE CASE WHERE THE FIBERS ARE SYMMETRIC SPACES 
We use the following notation throughout his paragraph: 
is a compact space. 
607/45/2-6 
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M is a symmetric space (see Milnor [4]) and, in particular M is 
a connected Riemannian manifold. 
7: K × I - .  M is a special geodesic (see Section 6). 
r~ = (7°)*TM, where 7t :K-~ M is the map 7t(k)= 7(k, t). It has 
the induced Riemann metric. 
Rk: r/k--~r/k is the linear map given by Rk(W)=IR(V  k, IV)Vk,  
where /~ is the Riemann curvature of M and 
V k = (dT/dt)(k, 0). The map R k is self adjoint with respect o 
the inner product in r/k given by the Riemannian structure of 
r/. 
R is the map R: I/-~ r/, defined on each fiber r/k by R k. This 
map R is continuous, i.e., a bundle map, a fact which can be 
seen as follows: It is a local problem in k C K. So, given 
k 0 E K there exist a neighborhood U of k 0 in K and e > 0, 
such that 7(k,t) EV  for kEU,  t~ [O,e), where V is a 
neighborhood of 7(ko,0) such that the minimal geodesics 
with endpoints in V depend smoothly on their endpoints. 
Then clearly, the map k~ V k is continuous for k C U; 
therefore R is continuous on V. 
r/~ is the "space of eigenvectors" of R k corresponding to the real 
eigenvalue . We define r/~ for any real e and we put r/7, = O if 
e is not an eigenvalue of R k. As R k is selfadjoint on r/k, we 
have t/k = @ r/7, for e in the spectrum of R k. 
mult(e) will be used to denote dimR r/7, (for any e E N). 
PT, denotes the projection r/k ~ t/7, associated to the direct sum 
decomposition r/k = @ r/~" 
N(T, k) denotes the (possibly empty) set of positive eigenvalues of 
R k of the form e = (jrc/r) 2 for j = 1, 2,... and r C (0, 1 ]. 
~°(T) is the multiplicity of r as conjugate to 0 along 7 (and was 
defined in Section 6). It is an isomorphism class of vector 
bundles over K for T E (0, 1 ] (if r is not conjugate to 0 along 
7, ~°(r) = 0). Recall that (~°(T)) k can be taken to be the 
vector space of all Jacobi fields along 7k, which vanish for 
t=0 and t=r .  
Now we prove 
(7,2) THEOREM. Using the notation in (7.1), we assume the following 
condition to hold: 
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(7.3) For each T ~ (0, 1], dim(~°(r))k is constant as a function of 
k~K.  
Then 
(1) The set N(r, k) does not depend on k. It will be denoted N(r). 
(2) For e EN(r) ,  r/e= Okr/~ is a subbundle of r~ and the vector 
bundles (~e~N(,~ r/e and ~°(r) are isomorphic. 
Proof. The proof is divided in three parts. In the first we define maps 
Sk:(~e~m,,k~ r/~--, (~°(r)) k for k EK  and show that they are linear 
isomorphisms. The second and third parts are the proofs of (1) and (2) and 
use the maps S k. 
First part. Here k denotes a fixed point in K. For UC r/k and a E ~, 
denote by S(a)U the field along 7k defined by 
(S(a)U)(t) = (sin(at)) U(t), 
where U(t) is the parallel field along 7k with U(0) = U. Fix r E (0, 1 ]. We 
now define a map Sk: (~)e~N(,,k) r/~k ~ (~°(r)k as follows: 
Observe first that if e C N(T, k) and UC r/~ then J r (S (v~)U ) = 0 (because 
Rk(U ) = eU), where J -  is the Jacobi differential operator. Besides, in this 
case S(v~)U vanishes at r because rv/e/zc is an integer. Therefore 
U~ S(X/~)U defines a map 
Now put 
S k = (~ Sek pek .
e~N(v ,k )  
We prove that Sk is onto. Take parallel fields Ul(t ) ..... U,(t) such that 
UI(O) ..... U,(O) form a basis for r/k adapted to the decomposition 
r/k = ® 
e 
where e takes all values in the spectrum of R k. 
Let W(t) be any Jacobi field along 7k vanishing at 0 and r. Write W(t)= 
Y~7=1 wi(t) Ui(t). The condition J ' (W)= 0 is equivalent to the system 
d 2 w i 
dt 2 +e iw i :O ,  
where Ui(O ) E r/~ for some indexing e 1 ..... e n of the eigenvalues of R k (with 
repetitions). The boundary conditions imply: 
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(1 °) wi=--O eiq~N(r,k), 
(2 °) wi(t) = ai sin(x/~it) if e i ~ N(r, k). 
Therefore W=Y~ S(x/~i)(aiUi(O)) is the image of S~ as claimed. Now 
Theorem 20.5 of Milnor [4] implies the equality 
dim(~°(r))k= ~, mult(e). (1) 
e~N(7:,k) 
Therefore, as S k is onto and as by (1) its domain and target have the same 
dimension, it follows that S k is an isomorphism. 
Second part (proof of (1)). Let e 1 > e 2 > . - .  > e h > 0 be the elements of 
N(z, k0) for a fixed k 0 C K and consider the numbers: 
~/v~, < 2~/v~, < 3~/v~, <... 
A A A 
~/v~ < 2~/v~ < 3~/v~ <... 
A A A 
A A A 
~/v% < 2~/v~ < 3~/v~ <... 
Now r I = ~r/V~ is the least parameter value conjugate to 0 along 7k0 and 
N(r, k0)= {ei}. So using (1) 
dim(C(r)) k= 0 if 0 < 2" < 271 for every k, 
dim(~°(zl))k = mult(el) for every k. 
From these facts on the first part of the proof we conclude 
ASSERTION 1. e~ is the greatest element of N(z, k ) fo r  every k and its 
multiplicity as an eigenvalue of R k is constant in k. 
Suppose inductively now that for some j > 1: 
ASSERTION ( j - -1).  For each i= 1, 2,..., j - -1 ,  e i is the ith element in 
N(r, k) (in decreasing order)for each k ~ K and mult(ei) as an eigenvalue of 
R k does not depend on k. 
We prove the corresponding Assertion j. 
The number ~r/V/-Qi is conjugate to 0 along ~'ko" Consider the set of pairs 
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(h, e) where h E 7/ and e is an eigenvalue of R k such that zc/V/~j = hzr/X/~. 
Order these pairs so as to get 
Then necessarily each i S is less than j. So the first part of the proof implies 
dim(~°(ZC/X/~j))ko = ~ multko(ei) + multko(ej). 
S=I 
However, the left-hand side takes the same value for every k 0 by (7.3), and 
by Assertion (j  - 1) also ~=1 multko(ei,) does not depend on k 0. Therefore 
ej is an eigenvalue of R k for every k with the same multiplicity. This 
concludes the proof of 1. 
Third part (proof of 2). The first part of the proof gives isomorphisms 
® 
e~N(~) 
for each k E K, so that 2 reduces to show that 
sk= ® 
eeN(T) 
depends continuously on k. Now, by Section 1, P~ is continuous in k. As for 
S~, we have 
S~ U k = (sin(v~t)) Uk(t), 
where Uk(t ) is parallel along Yk with initial value Uk(0 ) = U k. The continuity 
of S~ is therefore vident. This concludes the proof. 
(7.4) Remark. Even if (7.3) does not hold, it is easy to see that there 
exists a partition K = K~ U ... U Kp, where each Kj is open (and closed) in 
K and such that the conclusion of Theorem (7.2) holds for the "restriction of 
the situation in the theorem" to Kj. 
(7.5) Remark. The combination of Theorem(7.2) with the index 
theorem of Section 6 gives a method to compute the index of a special 
geodesic in a symmetric space. 
8. APPENDIX 
Let ~ be a real vector bundle over K (a compact space) with a Riemannian 
metric (x, y); we write Ilxll 2 for (x, x). Let V be an open neighborhood of 0, 
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the zero section of ~, and f :  V~ N a K × C°°-function. Suppose that for each 
k EK ,  O k C ~k is a non-degenerate critical point of f~ =f] g~ (where 
V k = V ~ ~k and ~k is the fiber of ~ over k). 
Then: 
MORSE LEMMA. There exist 
(a) a neighborhood W c V of O; 
(b) a K X C ° diffeomorphism ~o: W~ V with ~o(0) = O; 
(c) K × C ° orthogonal projections p, q: ~-~ ~ with p + q =I ,  such 
that: 
f(~o(v)) =f(0)  -IIp(v)ll 2 + l[q(v)ll 2 
for all v E W. 
The proof for this can be obtained by a few obvious notational changes in 
[5, Morse Lemma, p. 307] and after observing that the multilinear forms of 
the Taylor expansion offk depend continuously on k (definition of K × Coo 
function) and using Section 2 above. 
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